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Abstract
Due to vast volume of data being produced by today's scientific
simulations and experiments, lossy data compressor allowing
user-controlled loss of accuracy during the compression
provides a good solution for significantly reducing the data size.
In this work, we first design a new error-controlled lossy
compressor, namely SZ-1.4, for large-scale scientific data, and
then we implement an easy-to-use tool (namely Z-checker)
which can evaluate the compression quality comprehensively
for users.
There are two important changes in SZ-1.4 compared with our
prior work SZ-1.1: (1) we improve the prediction hitting rate (or
prediction accuracy) significantly for each data point based on
its nearby data values along multiple dimensions, and (2) we
propose an adaptive error-controlled quantization encoder,
which can further improve the prediction hitting rate
considerably. Specifically, we derive a series of multilayer
prediction formulas and their unified formula in the context of
data compression. One serious challenge is that the data
prediction has to be performed based on the preceding
decompressed values during the compression in order to
guarantee the error bounds, which may degrade the prediction
accuracy in turn. We explore the best layer for the prediction
by considering the impact of compression errors on the
prediction accuracy. The data size can be reduced significantly
after performing the variable-length encoding because of the
uneven distribution produced by our quantization
encoder.
Z-checker is another critical work in that lossy compressor
developers and users are missing a tool to explore the features
of scientific datasets and understand the data alteration after
compression in a systematic and reliable way. On the other
hand, Z-checker is implemented as an open-source community
tool for which users and developers can contribute and add
new analysis components based on their additional analysis
demand. For lossy compressor developers, Z-checker can be
used to characterize critical properties (such as entropy,
distribution, power spectrum, principle component analysis,
auto-correlation) of any data set to improve compression
strategies. For lossy compression users, Z-checker can detect
the compression quality (compression ratio, bit-rate), provide
various global distortion analysis is comparing the original data
with the decompressed data (SNR, PSNR, normalized MSE,
rate-distortion, rate-compression error, spectral, distribution,
derivatives) and statistical analysis of the compression error
(maximum/minimum/average error, auto-correlation,
distribution of errors). Z-Checker can perform the analysis with
either course (throughout the whole data set) or fine granularity
(by user defined blocks), such that the users/developers can
select the best-fit, adaptive compressors for different parts of
the data set. Z-checker features a visualization interface
displaying all analysis results in addition to some basic views
of the datasets such as time series.
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Goal
Our goal is to provide a production quality lossy compressor
for scientific data respecting user set error bounds.
Features of ANL SZ lossy compressor
•Error-bounded feature: maximum compression errors can be
strictly bounded based on user demand.
•High compression quality: higher compression factor based on
specific error-bound than other related works, with comparable
compression/decompression rate.
•Flexible prediction-based compression model: allowing users
to customize their own prediction method to optimize the
compression quality.

SZ Compression Technique
1) Multi-dimensional Multi-layer prediction

Z-checker tool
We integrate in Z-checker assessment algorithms and functions
that are as comprehensive as possible. (1) Z-checker can be
used to characterize critical properties (such as entropy,
distribution, power spectrum, PCA, autocorrelation) of any data
set, such that the difficulty of data compression can be
presented clearly in the granularity of data blocks. (2) Not only is
Z-checker able to check the compression quality (compression
ratio, bit rate), but it also provides various global distortion
analysis comparing the original data with the decompressed
data (PSNR, normalized MSE, rate-distortion, rate-compression
error, spectral, distribution, derivatives) and statistical analysis of
the compression error (maximum/minimum/average error,
autocorrelation, distribution of errors). (3) Z-checker can also
assess the impact of the lossy decompressed data on
some common transform functions, such as discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT). (4) Zchecker also provides two ways to visualize the data and
compression results on demand. Specifically, Z-checker may
help generate data figures by static scripts or by an interactive
system.
We show how we used Z-checker to improve the compression
performance of the SZ lossy compressor for hard-to-compress
data sets.

2) Uniform Scalar Quantization of the prediction error from the
error bound

Compression Results
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Comparison of time to compress/decompress and write/read
compressed data against time to write/read initial data on Blues.

We implemented the Z-checker software and will release it as an
open-source community tool, under a BSD license. To the best
of our knowledge, Z-checker is the first tool designed to
comprehensively assess compression results for scientific data
sets across multiple lossy compressors.

Z-checker Results

Alteration of Spectrum and Derivatives

Z-checker Visualization of the Entropy (Block) with Different
Accuracies on CESM Data Sets
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